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EXAMINATION OF POINT GROUP SYMMETRIES 
OF NON-FERROELASTIC DOMAIN WALLS 

J. PRiVRATSKA and V. JANOVEC 

Technical University of Liberec, Hdkova 6, 461 17 Liberec 1, Czech Republic 

(Receitird March 26, 199b) 

We recall how the symmetry properties of planar walls can be derived and how the orientational de- 
pendences of domain wall symmetry are related to simple crystal forms used in crystal morphology. 
We present a sample page of tables that  contain symmetry properties of ail crystallographically dif- 
ferent non-ferroelastic domain walls in continuum description and on simple examples demonstrate 
how they can be used in discussing tensor properties of non-ferroelastic domain walls. 

Key words: Non-fernelastic domain simcfuns, symmetry of domain walls, non-ferroelasiic domain 
walls, tensor properties of domain walls, symmetry analysis of domain struetuns. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Domain walls are thin, non-homogeneous transient regions connecting structures 
of two domains. Due to gradient effects ddmain walls can exhibit other physical 
properties than the bulks of adjacent domains. This has been demonstrated on the 
example of quartz where the existence of a spontaneous polarization of a wall joining 
two non-polar domains was first predicted theoretically' and later has been confirmed 
experimentally.2 

Macroscopic physical properties of domain walls are described by material prop- 
erty tensors. The decisive components of these tensors can be deduced from the point 
group symmetry of the wall (described by a layer group) and the symmetry of the 
bulks of adjacent domains (expressed by an ordinary point group). Other layer 
groups describe local symmetries within the wall. 

2. SYMMETRIES OF DOMAIN WALLS 
A planar domain wall is an interface with orientation ( h k l )  between two domain 
states S1 and Sz. We shall use for such a wall the symbol (Sl(hk1)Sz) in which the 
domain state S1 given first is on the inner side of the plane ( h k l ) .  The orientation 
can be also expressed by the outer normal n to the plane. 

Derivaticn of the domain wall symmetry, described e.g. in Ref. 3-6, consists of 
the following steps: 

( i )  Find the symmetry group J12 of the unordered domain pair {Sl, Sz}. For 
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non-ferroelastic domain pairs this group has the form7 

J12 = FI + .i:2F1 1 (1) 

where Fl is the symmetry of Sl and Sz, and j;, exchanges S1 and SZ. Notice that 
Sl and J12 specify the domain pair {Sl, 5’2) since S2 = &S1. 

along the plane (hlcl) which 
has the form 

(ii)  Determine the sectional layer group 7 1 2  of 

A A 

(2) 
- 
512 = 6 + &F? + r:jFl + az4 , 

where is the one-sided layer symmetry of the face ( h k l )  in F1, t;z exchanges S1 
and Sz and simultaneously transforms n into -n, a,, reverses n into -n, and rt2 
exchanges Sl and SZ. 

(i i i)  The symmetry group 7-12 of the wall (Sl(hlcl)Sz)  consists of first two terms 

h 
o f %  (21, 

Ti2 = F? t t;2F1 . (3) 
A 

Walls with T1p > F, are called symmetric walls whereas for asymmetric walls 

The last two cosets in Eq. (2) assemble operations that transform the wall 
(S l (hkl )&)  into a reversed wull (S2(hkl)Sl) with opposite order of domain states 
adhering to the wall. Accordingly, one can distinguish reversible walls for which 
J ~ z  > TI, ,  and irreversible walls with 7 1 2  = 7‘12. 

There is an alternative method for determining left cosets of the sectional layer 
group 5 1 2  based on the analysis of simple forms associated with symmetry groups 
FI and JlZ . 

By application of all the symmetry operations of a grdup F1 on assigned plane 
p(hk1) we get a set of symmetrically equivalent planes { p } ~ ~ .  These planes restrict 
in space a convex polyhedron (open or closed) which is called simple form sf(F1),,. 

The symmetry group of J12 = Fl + jtzF1 can be treated as a dichromatic (e.g. 
black and white) group. Then the simple form associated with group J12 can be 
decomposed into the simple form associated with F1 (white faces) and geometrically 
egual polyhedron associated with the left coset jizF1 (grey faces), see Fig. 1. 

6 

T12 = Fl. 

- 

Figure 1:  Decomposition of ~ f ( J 1 2 ) ~  into s f ( F l ) ,  and s f ( j i 2 F l ) p .  
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If a plane of sectional layer group 712  is parallel to one face of the simple form 
associated with Jl2 ,  using colour and geometrical symmetry of the corresponding 
isohedron we can determine which left coset of 712  is (non)empty, see Table 1. 

I left coset 1 corresponding faces I 
single, Q or Q , ;& 
onecolour face 

single, 

two-colour face 

R 

r;,R 
i I 

two parallel faces 

with different colours 

Table 1: Left cosets of 7 1 2  and corresponding types of faces. Arrow-heads represent outer normals. 

3. SYSTEMATIC EXAMINATION OF LAYER SYMMETRlES FOR 
ALL NON-EQUIVALENT NON-FERROELASTIC WALLS 

All non-ferroelastic domain pairs and their symmetries J12 are listed in Ref. 7. For 
each domain pair the crystallographically different wall orientations can be deduced 
from simple crystal forms that are given in Ref. 8. For all different cases we have 
determined the sectional layer group Tl2 and its decomposition (2) which contains ail 
essential information on wall symmetry. In Table 2 we summarize number of walls 
according to their classification symmetric-asymmetric and reversible-irreversible. 

- 
J12: 4 1.c. 2 1.c. 1 1.c. 

Ti2 : 

\ I \  / 
S, R( 112) s, 1034) A, R(56) A, I ( 3 2 )  

‘ /  
1 1.c. 

/ 2 1.c. \ 

A(88)  ’ \ 
S( 196) 

F; : \ /  1 1.c. 

Table 2: Number of left cosets (1.c.) and correspondmg types of domain walls. 
R = reversible I = irreversible S = symmetrical A = asymmetrical 
(n) = number of non-equivalent walls of the given type 
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Explicit results of the systematic analysis are available in form of tables which 
will be published elsewhere. In Table 3 we give as an illustration a shortened presen- 
tation for several domain pairs which describe the situation in TGS ( 5 1 2  = 2/m'), 
quartz (.Il2 = 6.22.) and a simple example of a ferroelectric domain wall discussed 
below (J12 = rnrn*m). 

Table 3: Sample page of tables of symmetry properties of non-ferroelastic domain walls. 

4. TENSOR PROPERTIES OF DOMAIN WALLS 

The layer group TI2 describes the global symmetry of the wall. Comparing TI2 with 
the symmety FI of domain bulks one can infer in which tensor properties the domain 
wall differs from the adjacent domains. Thus from the Table 2 it follows e.g. for 
quartz with J12 = G = 622 and FI = 32 (non-polar domain states) that the walls 
(S1(hlciO)&) have the symmetry T12 = and can be, therefore, spontaneously po- 
larized along z axis, up to a special orientation (2110) in which the wall symmetry T12 
= 2102;& precludes nonzero polarization. The walls with both these orientations 
are irreversible up to a special orientation (Olio) in which the wall is reversible. The 
fact that for irreversibe walls a wall (Sl(hlciO)S2) and the reversed wall (Sz(hlciO)S1) 
(which are not symmetrically equivalent) can have different energy is demonstrated 
on incommensurate structures of quartz'J which consist of symmetrically equivalent 
domain walls only. 
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Local symmetries within the wall are determined by the following groups: The 
sectional layer group 712 expresses the symmetry of the central plane of a symmetrical 
wall, Fl describes the symmetry of the off-center region and the group PI gives 
the symmetry of domain bulks S1 and 5'2. These symmetries provide constraints 
on possible changes of tensor properties within the wall. This is illustrated on a 
ferroelectric wall in Fig. 2 .  FI = m2m allows for the spontaneous polarization -P@ 
and +P~o  in S1 and 5'2, resp. The group 712 = amLm,  requires zero polarization 
in the center of the wall. In off-center region Fl = mZ allows for gradient component 
P, - Py(dPy/ds). The wall is reversible. 

- 

A 

Figure 2: Example of polarization changes in a symmetric ferroelectric domain wall as they follow 
from local symmetries 
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